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Abstract. As objects are inherently 3-dimensional, they have been modeled in 3D in the early days of computer vision. Due to the ambiguities
arising from mapping 2D features to 3D models, 2D feature-based models
are the predominant paradigm in object recognition today. While such
models have shown competitive bounding box (BB) detection performance, they are clearly limited in their capability of fine-grained reasoning in 3D or continuous viewpoint estimation as required for advanced
tasks such as 3D scene understanding. This work extends the deformable
part model [1] to a 3D object model. It consists of multiple parts modeled in 3D and a continuous appearance model. As a result, the model
generalizes beyond BB oriented object detection and can be jointly optimized in a discriminative fashion for object detection and viewpoint
estimation. Our 3D Deformable Part Model (3D2 PM) leverages on CAD
data of the object class, as a 3D geometry proxy.

1

Introduction

In the early days, 3D representations of objects and entire scenes were considered
the holy grail [2–5]. Being more compact and providing a more faithful approximation of the physical world than 2D image projections, they were deemed more
powerful w.r.t. reasoning about individual objects, their interactions in complete
scenes, and even functions [6, 7]. However, despite being rich, these representations could not be reliably matched to real-world imagery. As a consequence,
they were largely neglected in favor of 2D representations of object classes based
on robust local features and statistical learning techniques [8–10, 1].
Recently, researchers have reconsidered the 3D nature of the vision problem
in the context of scene understanding. Here, 3D information has shown to be
valuable to reduce false detections [11–13]. This has also fuelled the development of multi-view recognition methods [14–23], providing viewpoint estimates
as additional cue for scene-level reasoning [24]. Most approaches, however, are
still either limited with respect to the degree of 3D modelling, or can not provide competitive performance in terms of 2D BB localization. In particular, the
ability to provide richer object hypotheses than 2D BB in the form of viewpoint estimates is typically connected to significantly sacrificing 2D localization
performance in comparison to state-of-the-art object detectors.
In this paper, we aim to combine the best of both worlds, namely, to leverage
performance from one of the most powerful 2D object class detectors to date,
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and a 3D object class representation that allows for fine-grained 3D object and
scene reasoning. In this way, we hope to benefit from the compact and rich 3D
representation while retaining the robustness in matching to real-world images.
Our paper makes several contributions. First, we propose a 3D version of the
powerful Deformable Part Model, combining the representational power of 3D
modelling with robust matching to real-world images. Second, we demonstrate
that our model delivers richer object hypotheses than 2D BB, in the form of
viewpoint estimates of arbitrary granularity, and part localization consistent
across viewpoints, outperforming prior work. Third, in contrast to previous work
in multi-view recognition, we show competitive performance to state-of-the-art
techniques for 2D BB localization.
1.1

Related Work

The recognition of object classes from multiple viewpoints while estimating their
pose has received increasing attention, due to its potential to aid scene-level
geometric reasoning [24]. It mainly comes in two different flavors. The first flavor models object classes as a collection of distinct views, forming a bank of
viewpoint-dependent detectors. The form of these detectors is typically inspired
by existing approaches from the literature that have proven to perform well for
the single view case, and varies from shape templates [21] over implicit shape
models [14] and HOG templates [25] to constellation [19] and deformable part
models [26, 23, 27]. Neighboring views are either treated independently [25, 19],
connected by means of feature tracking [14], or considered jointly in a convex
optimization framework [26, 23, 21, 27]. While view-based multi-view approaches
achieve remarkable results in predicting a discrete set of object poses [26, 23,
21, 27], they typically require evaluating a large number of view-based detectors
at test time for good performance, resulting in considerable runtime complexity (e.g., 32 shape templates [21] or 36 constellation models [19]). In contrast,
our 3D2 PM is able to synthesize appearance models for viewpoints of arbitrary
granularity on the fly, resulting in significant speed-ups (see Sect. 3.5).
The second flavor embraces the 3D nature of object classes, maintaining an
explicit representation of the 3D placement of individual features [15, 16, 28, 29,
22] or object parts [17, 18, 20]. 3D geometry is either provided in the form of a
depth sensor [16, 28, 29], structure-from-motion [22] or 3D CAD models [18, 20]
during training, and modelled either non-parametrically [16, 28, 29, 22] or in the
form of 3D Gaussian distributions [18, 20]. While these 3D representations constitute more compact and more faithful descriptions of object classes than their
view-based counterparts, they typically can not compete with modern object
class detectors optimized for 2D bounding box localization such as the DPM [1].
In this paper, we aim to overcome this limitation of 3D object class representations, by designing a 3D version of the deformable part model [1]. To that
end, we reformulate the DPM as a structured output prediction problem [27],
and represent part appearance as well as spatial deformations in 3D. As a consequence, our formulation models part deformations as true 3D distributions, and
allows to synthesize part appearance models for arbitrary viewpoints.
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3

3D Deformable Part Models

This section introduces our model, a part based model that is a conditional
distribution over 3D parts. It can be seen as a 3D extension of the DPM [1].
Although the standard DPM has proven successful for object detection, it is
ignorant to 3D object geometry. By encoding the underlying 3D object structure
we obtain a compact model with a smaller number of parameters. At the same
time we hope to obtain a model that is more descriptive of the 3D object itself.
We describe our model successively. In Sec. 2.1 we explain the conditional
random field (CRF) model and fix notation. Sec. 2.2 describes the pairwise
terms of the CRF that are drawing on the 3D part displacement model. Sec. 2.3
introduces three versions of the unary term. We propose a discrete model and
two continuous ones. Model learning is introduced in Sec. 2.4 and inference in
Sec. 2.5. The final model allows for arbitrary fine viewpoint estimation because of
the 3D part displacement and continuous appearance model. In the experiments
we carefully analyze the contributions of the individual modeling components.
Probably the most related model is described in [27]. While their model also
uses a structured SVM objective to jointly optimize for detection and viewpoint
estimation and includes 3D constraints across viewpoints, the resulting model
still is a collection of 2D DPM models. As a result [27] can infer the viewpoint for
a discrete set that has to be specified already during training time. The model
described here however results in a full 3D model with a continuous appearance
model, allowing for arbitrarily fine viewpoint estimation at test-time. Also, the
number of parameters to be learned in [27] is far larger than for our model.
2.1

Preliminaries

Training data contains tuples {Ii , yi }i=1,...,N , with I the image and y the output
variable consisting of three parts y = (y l , y v , y b ) ∈ Y: y b specifying the bounding
box given by its upper, lower, left and right boundary; y v ∈ [0, 360) denoting the
viewing angle; y l ∈ {−1, 1, 2, . . . , C} denoting the class membership of the object
(−1 in case no object of interest is present). We use a star shaped conditional
random field (CRF) to model the dependency of the output variable y on image
evidence I. We have a collection of M + 1 parts, p0 , p1 , . . . , pM , where p0 =
(x0 , y0 , z0 ) denotes the observed root part and the remaining parts are latent.
Their values pi = (xi , yi , zi ) are defined relative to the root 3D position p0 . Thus,
the conditional distribution for a given image I and model parameters β and the
latent space denoted by h = (p1 , . . . , pM ) has the following form:
p(y, h | I, β) = Z(I, β)

−1

exp −

M
X
i=0

hβiu , ψ u (I, y, pi )i

−

M
X

!
hβip , ψ p (I, p0 , pi )i

(1)

i=1

where βiu ∈ RD , i = 0, . . . , M are parameters of the unary term, βip ∈ RDp , i =
1, . . . , M are parameters of pairwise terms, and the ψ u , ψ p are the unary and
pairwise feature functions, that we specify in the next two sections. For a more
compact notation we use β for stacked unary and pairwise terms.
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2.2

Three-dimensional displacement model

The pairwise terms in equation (1) are related to the displacement of part pi
w.r.t so called anchor part positions vi = (vix , viy , viz ), which are defined w.r.t.
the root part p0 . These displacements are defined as 3D Gaussians with diagonal
covariance matrix Σi :



>
1
p(pi |p0 , vi ) ∝ exp −
(xi , yi , zi )> − (vi + µi ) Σi−1 (xi , yi , zi )> − (vi + µi )
2
(2)

While the anchors are fixed during initialization they allow for free movement
of the parts in 3D. To obtain the pairwise terms ψ p the 3D part displacement
distribution is projected onto a particular viewpoint (see Fig. 1). As a general
perspective projection can result in a non-Gaussian distribution we restrict ourselves to a scaled orthographic projection Qv instead. While this is clearly an
approximation it works well in practice in particular when the object is relatively
far way. To get more accurate approximation, we introduce a separate scaled orthographic projection Qvi for each part pi . Each Qvi has a unique scaling factor
related to the depth of the anchor of pi in this particular view. For a given part
pi the projected 2D part displacement distribution has a mean µvi = Qvi µi and
covariance Σiv = (Qvi )Σi (Qvi )T . As Qvi is a linear transformation, the resulting
2D part displacement distribution remains a Gaussian distribution. This distribution is fully parameterized with 6 parameters per part. This is in contrast e.g.
to [27] where separate displacement models are trained for K different viewpoints resulting in 4K parameters. Thus this model is compact but also comes
with fewer degrees of freedom.
Going from 3D to 2D, each part pi = (xi , yi , zi ) in 2D is parameterized as
pvi = (ui , vi , li ), where (ui , vi ) = Qvi pi and li is the resolution in image space
and is typically fixed for each part to be at twice the resolution of the root
filter [1]. The root itself p0 = (u0 , v0 , l0 ) has a (u0 , v0 ) position in the 2D image
and a resolution parameter l0 . Recall the output variables y l , y v , y b . There is a
deterministic relationship between the position and resolution of the root filter
p0 and the bounding box of the training example, which is why we will speak
of p0 and y b interchangeably. Finally, the pairwise term is defined as follows,
closely following the original DPM formulation [1]:
p

p

βi , ψ (I, p0 , pi ) =

D
 
E
v −1
v
v −1
v
v −1
2
2
(Σi )11 , (µi )1 , (Σi )22 , (µi )2 , (Σi )12 , −du , −du, −dv , −dv, −2dudv
(3)

where (du, dv) are the offsets of the projected part from the projected anchor,
measured in the image plane.
2.3

Appearance model

Although our goal is to have a full 3D object model with continuous appearance
representation, we start by introducing a discrete appearance model and then
describe two continuous versions. We divide the viewing circle [0, 360) into K
different bins. Conceptually the easiest model is to train K different filters, one
for each bin and then use this filter as a unary factor for all those y where y v
falls into the bin. We are going to refer to this model as 3D2 PM-D, where “D”
stands for discrete appearance bins. Thus the factor ψku for an appearance bin
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(I)

3D object space

2D image space

Root appearance

Part appearance

(II)

Supporting view 1
Supporting view 2
Interpolated
views
Fig. 1. Part displacement distributions and continuous appearance model. (I) Left to
right: Learned 3D part displacement distributions, part projections in an arbitrary
view (some 3D parts not visible due to occlusion), root and part appearances at the
given view. (II) Continuous appearance model. First and last column: two supporting
views, middle: two interpolated views.

u
u
k is represented through the root factor ψ0,k
and the part factors ψi,k
for that
particular bin. In this paper we use HOG [10] as features. The unary terms for
the different parts are given by:

hβiu , ψ u (I, y, pi )i =

K
X

u
1yv ∈k hβi,k
, ψi,k (I, y, h)i.

(4)

k=1

In order to arrive at a continuous viewpoint model we need to specify unary
potentials for arbitrary viewpoint y v beyond the K bins. For this we interpolate among the unary filters of the appearance bins (called 3D2 PM-C in the
following, see Fig. 1). The continuous models allow for establishing arbitrarily
fine viewpoint estimation as the appearance is not restricted to a set of K bins.
Note that in this case there are no actual bins as we do not perform binning
but rather use the appearance in so called supporting viewpoints among which
the continuous appearance model interpolates. Only for naming consistency with
3D2 PM-D, we will refer to the supporting viewpoints as bins. We explore two interpolation schemes, namely linear interpolation and exponential interpolation.
In the linear interpolation scheme, the continuous appearance is defined as a
linear combination of the appearance in the discrete appearance bins
hβiu , ψ u (I, y, pi )i =

K
X

u
αk hβi,k
, ψi,k (I, y, h)i

(5)

k=1

where αk ∝ ∠(y v , ykv ) is proportional to the angular distance between the viewpoint y v of the example and the viewpoint of the k-th appearance bin ykv . In the
exponential interpolation scheme we assign exponential weighting to the unaries
of the appearance bins.
hβiu , ψ u (I, y, pi )i =

K
X

e−d

2

v
(y v ,yk
)

u
hβi,k
, ψi,k (I, y, h)i

(6)

k=1

where d(y v , ykv ) ∝ ∠(y v , ykv ). In the experiments described below we analyze
and compare all three models in terms of detection performance and viewpoint
estimation accuracy.
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2.4

Model learning

We train our models using a latent variable structured SVM objective with
margin-rescaling [30]
min
p

β u ,β ≥0,ξ≥0

N
1
C X
kβk2 +
ξn
2
N n=1

(7)

sb.t. maxhβ, ψ(In , yn , hn )i − maxhβ, ψ(In , ȳ, h̄)i ≥ ∆(yn , ȳ) − ξn , ∀ȳ ∈ Y.(8)
hn

h̄

The loss function ∆ is task dependent and as we are interested in object localization and accurate viewpoint estimation, in this work we use a linear combination
of an object detection error and a term measuring viewpoint estimation accuracy
∆(y, ȳ) = α∆V OC (y, ȳ) + (1 − α)∆vp (y, ȳ).

(9)

Here ∆V OC is the object detection error. We use the same form of ∆V OC as
in [31, 27] which penalizes detections with insufficient ground truth overlap. The
viewpoint estimation loss ∆vp can attain two forms, depending if we are interested into performing viewpoint classification or angular viewpoint estimation.
In the case of viewpoint classification, we use 0/1 loss and in the case of angular
v v
,ȳ )
2
viewpoint estimation we use angular precise loss ∆vp (y, ȳ) = ∠(y
180◦ . 3D PM-D
uses the 0/1 viewpoint loss and thus optimizes for viewpoint classification and
3D2 PM-C uses the continuous viewpoint loss and thus optimizes for angular
precise viewpoint estimation. We use α = 0.5 in the experiments.
The learning leverages on 3D information from CAD data. Following [19] we
use wireframe-like non-photorealistic rendered images of CAD models.
CAD data is used for unsupervised part initialization as well. We perform
the same part initialization as DPM but in 3D. First, a 3D grid of possible
part placements is defined. The parts have predefined size (sx, sy, sz) and each
candidate part location gets an appearance energy score, which is a sum of the
appearances of the corresponding projected parts across views. From this set,
the top k parts, which attain the highest appearance score are chosen.
Training. We employ stochastic gradient descend to solve the non convex maxmargin optimization problem. We use an expectation-maximization like technique where we iterate between inferring the latent variables h, while the model
β is fixed and training the model β for fixed latent variables (the non-root parts).
2.5

Inference

Finally, test time inference is the following problem argmaxy,h hβ, ψ(I, y, h)i and
can be computed using the max-product algorithm. This will infer the position of
an object, its viewpoint and also all parts. The inference problems for 3D2 PM-D
and 3D2 PM-C differ. In the case of 3D2 PM-D, every test example gets assigned
to one of the K appearance bins (viewpoint classes) also determining it’s viewpoint label. As in [1, 27] parts are inferred using efficient distance transform. The
maximum scoring bin determines the viewpoint of the test example.
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In the case of 3D2 PM-C viewpoint inference is a continuous problem due
to the continuous nature of the appearance model. In practice we resort to
establishing inference on an arbitrarily fine viewpoint resolution (obtained by
interpolation) as enabled by the continuous nature of the appearance model.
Note that the decision at which viewpoint resolution the model is evaluated is
done during test-time and not before training the model. In the experiments we
will report on the accuracy for viewpoint estimation depending on the number
of appearance bins used during training.

3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we thoroughly evaluate our model, by successively adding 3D
information, going beyond plain 2D bounding box localization. While gradually
going towards full 3D object model, we first consider the task of coarse viewpoint
estimation, where we compare 3D2 PM-D and 3D2 PM-C models (Sect. 3.1). In
a second step, and different from previous work in multi-view recognition, we
aim at providing arbitrarily fine viewpoint estimation in real world images by
leveraging on the full 3D nature of our 3D2 PM-C model (Sect. 3.2 and 3.3).
While improving state-of-the-art results on standard benchmarks for fine viewpoint estimation, we give a detailed analysis of different aspects of 3D2 PM-C
and describe an coarse to fine viewpoint estimation inference (Sect. 3.5).
Even-though the focus is on viewpoint estimation, we realize that a viewpoint
estimation system has to be performant on the task of object detection as well,
and hence provide object detection results for all viewpoint benchmarks as well
as on the challenging Pascal VOC 2007 [32] dataset, where we show superior
detection performance to all previous 3D object models in the literature.
We further compare different data sources for training, namely, real world
images and synthetic images in the form of rendered CAD models, motivated by
previous work leveraging CAD models [18, 19, 27]. We show that synthetic data
can improve viewpoint estimation due its ability to provide perfect annotation
despite its appearance statistics that differs from real images. We use 41 commercial cars (www.doschdesign.com) and 43 bicycles (www.sketchup.google.com).
3.1

Coarse-grained viewpoint estimation

We start by evaluating the 3D2 PM-D on coarse viewpoint estimation, phrased
as a multi-class classification problem (viewpoint binning). We report results for
cars and bicycles of 3D Object classes [15], a challenging benchmark data set
tailored towards multi-view recognition (8 different viewpoint bins). In all experiments, we train from real images provided by the respective dataset as well
as CAD data, which serve as a 3D proxy for our model and provide natural 3D
constraints across different views of the same instance. We follow the testing protocols of [15, 32, 23] and report Mean Precision of Pose Estimation (MPPE) [23]
as a measure of viewpoint classification accuracy (diagonal average of confusion
matrix). We evaluate detection performance using Average Precision (AP) as
established in the Pascal VOC [32] challenge.
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AP/MPPE

2D Models

3D Models

[21]
[23]
[27]1
[27]2
[18]
[20]
[22]
3D2 PM-D
cars
- / 86.1 96.0 / 89.0 99.7 / 96.3 99.9 / 97.9 76.7 / 70.0 90.4 / 84.0 99.2 / 85.3 99.6 / 95.8
bicycles - / 80.8 91.0 / 90.0 95.0 / 96.4 97.6 / 98.9 69.8 / 75.5
-/-/94.1 / 96.0
Table 1. Viewpoint estimation (in MPPE [23]) and object detection (in AP) results on car and
bicycle class from 3D Object classes [15] dataset. [27]1 and [27]2 refer to DPM-3D-Constraints and
DPM-VOC+VP respectively.

Results. Tab. 1 shows results, including 3D2 PM-D (last col.), recent successful 3D object models (Col. 5-7), and various 2D models (Col. 1-4), notably the
state-of-the-art 2D object detector DPM-VOC+VP [27] (Col. 4). We observe
3D2 PM-D to achieve 95.8% and 96.0% MPPE on cars and bicycles, respectively, outperforming all previous work using 3D object models (85.3% cars [22]
and 75.5% bicycles [18]). Comparing to 2D models 3D2 PM-D performs on par
with DPM-3D-Constraints(96.3% and 96.4%, Col. 3) and it is slightly worse
than DPM-VOC+VP (97.9%, 98.9%). The object detection results show similar
tendency. 3D2 PM-D with 99.6% AP and 94.1% AP on cars and bicycles outperforms all previous work using 3D models (99.2% and 69.8%), it performs on
par with DPM-3D-Constraints (99.7% and 95.0%), and is slightly worse than
DPM-VOC+VP (99.9% with 97.6%).
We stress that 3D2 PM-D is trained with full 3D part displacement model
across appearance bins. It shows remarkable viewpoint estimation and 2D detection performance on this dataset in comparison to the DPM-VOC+VP model,
which is a 2D model and directly optimizes for the given task. On the other hand,
even though DPM-3D-Constraints is a more complex model than 3D2 PM-D, as
it models part displacement independently in each view, it shows comparable
performance with our 3D2 PM-D model.
Summary. In conclusion, 3D2 PM-D outperforms previous 3D models and achieves
competitive performance to the state-of-the-art multi-view 2D object detectors [27, 23], despite being less complex due to its full 3D representation.
3.2

Fine-grained viewpoint estimation

In a next round of experiments, we go one step further and evaluate 3D2 PMD and 3D2 PM-C w.r.t fine-grained viewpoint estimation. To this end, we use
EPFL Multi-view cars [25] due to the more fine-grained annotations. The data
set contains 20 sequences of cars imaged from a full circle of 360 degrees. Angular viewpoint annotations are approximate. We follow [25] and use the first 10
sequences for training and test on the other 10. Viewpoint estimation is again
phrased as multiclass classification, but we now vary the granularity of viewpoint
sampling. Thus now we have models with k bins for k ∈ {8, 12, 16, 18, 36}. In
each model, the bin centers have equi-distant spacing of 360
k . As the annotations
are continuous, we evaluate the 3D2 PM-C models with linear (3D2 PM-C Lin)
and exponential (3D2 PM-C Exp) appearance interpolation as well.
Results. Table 2 compares object detection and viewpoint classification performance of our 3D2 PM-D and 3D2 PM-C models with linear and exponential
interpolation to previously published results. For viewpoint estimation, 3D2 PMD with 8 appearance bins achieves 78.5% MPPE which is 5% better than the
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AP/MPPE
8 bins
12 bins
16 bins
18 bins
36 bins

Ozuysal et al [25] Lopez et al [23]

85.0
-

/
/
/
/
/

41.6
-

91.0
97.0
-

/
/
/
/
/

73.7
66.0
-

3D2 PM-D

99.4
97.9
99.0
99.2
99.3

/
/
/
/
/

78.5
75.5
69.8
71.8
45.8
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3D2 PM-C Lin 3D2 PM-C Exp

97.8
98.3
97.5
99.3
99.2

/
/
/
/
/

78.3
76.2
69.0
71.2
52.1

98.1
98.4
98.0
99.2
99.5

/
/
/
/
/

77.9
77.3
69.1
70.5
53.5

Table 2. Detection (AP) and viewpoint estimation (MPPE [23]) (EPFL dataset).

state-of-the-art result 73.7% MPPE of [23]. 3D2 PM-C Lin and 3D2 PM-C Exp
achieve comparable accuracy of 78.3% and 77.9%, respectively, also improving
over previous work. 3D2 PM-D with 16 bins achieves 69.8% MPPE which is by
4% better than the previous state-of-the-art result of [23] and by 28.2% better
than [25]. 3D2 PM-C Lin and 3D2 PM-C Exp with MPPE of 69% and 69.1%,
respectively, similarly outperform previous work and are on par with 3D2 PMD. In terms of detection, 3D2 PM-C Lin and 3D2 PM-C Exp with 8 bins achieve
97.8% AP and 98.1% AP, outperforming the result 91.0% of [23], while 3D2 PMD achieves 99.4% AP which is in the range of the 3D2 PM-C models. For 16 bins,
3D2 PM-D, 3D2 PM-C Lin and 3D2 PM-C Exp achieve 99%, 97.5% and 98% AP
and collectively outperform the state-of-the-art results 97% of [23] and 85%
of [25]. Increasing viewpoint granularity from 8 to 36 appearance bins, we observe that detection performance stays roughly the same in the range of 98-99%
AP for all 3D2 PM variants. For viewpoint classification, performance seems to
drop. This is in fact an artifact of the MPPE measure accounting only for 0/1 error. Interestingly, the 3D2 PM-C Lin and 3D2 PM-C Exp with 36 appearance bins
achieve MPPE of 52.1% and 53.5% and outperform the 45.8% AP of 3D2 PM-D
confirming that the continuous appearance model can be more suited for fine
viewpoint estimation as it accounts for fine appearance variations.
As EPFL Multi-view cars offer angular viewpoint annotations, we also evaluate the Median Angular Error (MAE) as in [22], quantifying the more meaningful
continuous angular error rather than 0/1 error as it is the case for MPPE.
Tab. 3 reports MAE for our 3D2 PM models comparing to state-of-the-art.
Since the 3D2 PM-C uses continuous appearance models, we evaluate it at a finer
viewpoint sampling of k bins. This enables us to explore the advantage of having
continuous appearance modelling in comparison to discrete 2D modelling employed by the rest of the models and all previous work. Our 3D2 PM-D, 3D2 PM-C
Lin and 3D2 PM-C Exp models with 8 bins achieve 12.9◦ , 11.1◦ and 9.6◦ MAE
outperforming by almost 15◦ the best published result of 24.8◦ of [22].
Analyzing the different granularities of viewpoint estimation, MAE reduces as
we go from coarse (8 bins) to finer viewpoint sampling (36 bins) and the 3D2 PMMAE Glasner et al [22] 3D2 PM-D 3D2 PM-C Lin 3D2 PM-C Exp
8 bins
24.8
12.9
11.1
9.6
12 bins
9.0
7.8
8.8
16 bins
7.2
6.9
7.5
18 bins
6.2
5.6
6.9
36 bins
5.8
4.7
4.7
Table 3. Fine viewpoint estimation in MAE [22] (EPFL dataset).
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Fig. 2. Object detection and 3D pose estimation. Example car and bicycle detections
on Pascal 2007 [32]. Learned part distributions. The 3D part detections are color coded.

C models achieve 4.7◦ MAE with 36 bins which is better than 5.8◦ of 3D2 PM-D,
again confirming the intuition that modelling objects in their natural form (in
this case the continuous viewpoint appearance) leads to improved performance.
3.3

Arbitrarily fine viewpoint estimation

We proceed to evaluate the ability of the 3D2 PM-C to generate viewpoint estimates of arbitrary fine granularity, enabled by its continuous appearance representation. We use EPFL Multi-view cars as the only dataset providing angular
accurate viewpoint annotation. Our goal is to understand better the 3D2 PM-C
models and analyze its behavior in different settings. We train 3D2 PM-C with k
bins, where again k ∈ {8, 12, 16, 18, 36} and try to interpolate from the starting
k viewpoints to arbitrarily fine viewpoint resolution. We go dense on the viewpoint sampling as the dataset permits, i.e. up to the label noise of the dataset.
We evaluate at viewpoint resolution of 5◦ , 8◦ , 10◦ , 20◦ , 22.5◦ , 30◦ , and 45◦ .
Results. Fig. 3 and Tab. 4 give the results for 3D2 PM-C Lin (left) 3D2 PM-C
Exp (right). At a coarse level, it is evident that for both models better viewpoint
estimation is obtained at finer viewpoint resolution regardless of k. Exploring
the other dimension in the plot (number of appearance bins), going from 8 to
36 bins increases performance.
Considering the respective best results, the 3D2 PM-C Lin and 3D2 PM-C
Exp with 36 bins provide 4.7◦ MAE, better than any other result reported in
the literature approaching the dataset label noise. The 3D2 PM-C models with
8 model viewpoints achieve remarkably good viewpoint estimation performance
(MAE = 9.6◦ of 3D2 PM-C Exp and 11.1◦ of 3D2 PM-C Lin) despite large angular
distance between the bins, even on the finest evaluation level of 5◦ resolution.
Comparing linear vs. exponential appearance interpolation, both models
achieve comparable performance on the finer viewpoint resolution levels (5◦ ,
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of viewpoint classification results, left - linear interpolation, right - exponential. The number of components is the number bins.
AP/MAE
2

3D PM-C Lin 8
3D2 PM-C Lin 12
3D2 PM-C Lin 16
3D2 PM-C Lin 18
3D2 PM-C Lin 36

at 5◦
96.8 / 11.1
98.5 / 7.8
97.8 / 6.9
99.1 / 5.6
99.2 / 4.7

at 10◦
95.6 / 12.0
98.6 / 8.0
98.2 / 7.1
99.0 / 5.9
98.8 / 5.1

at 20◦
96.1 / 11.7
95.9 / 8.7
96.8 / 8.5
99.3 / 6.3
98.5 / 6.1

at 22.5◦
96.9 / 12.6
97.9 / 8.3
97.5 / 7.4
98.6 / 7.2
98.2 / 7.1

at 30◦
97.3 / 13.1
98.3 / 8.5
97.6 / 8.3
98.5 / 8.3
98.0 / 8.0

at 45◦
97.8 / 12.6
97.2 / 13.3
95.0 / 13.8
97.0 / 12.9
97.5 / 12.2

Table 4. Fine-grained viewpoint estimation in MAE [26] (EPFL dataset).

10◦ , 20◦ , 22.5◦ ). However, for coarser viewpoint resolution and wider viewpoint
spacing among the bins, exponential interpolation provides worse results than
linear interpolation.
Summary . While the 3D2 PM-C model is a simple continuous model, it achieves
good performance even when starting from wide angular spacing among the
model viewpoint (appearance) bins.
3.4

CAD vs. real image data

We want to explore the performance impact of using CAD data, as they have
unrealistic appearance but perfect viewpoint annotation. Thus we train models
on synthetic data only (synthetic), on real & synthetic (mixed) and on real data
where we use CAD data only for model initialization. We do experiments with
3D2 PM-D and 3D2 PM-C models with 8, 18 and 36 bins on the EPFL dataset.
Tab. 5 gives the result. Synthetic models with 36 bins achieve very good
viewpoint classification performance of 5.9◦ and 7.9◦ for 3D2 PM-C and 3D2 PMD, respectively, while also achieving good detection results of 96.3% and 95.2%
AP. Adding real data (mixed) leads to improved results of 5.8◦ MAE for 3D2 PMD and 5.1◦ MAE for 3D2 PM-C, while real data only with 6.4◦ MAE and 5.6◦
performs worse, speaking in favor of using CAD data with accurate annotation.
3.5 Coarse-to-fine viewpoint inference
As we go towards arbitrarily fine viewpoint estimation with 3D2 PM-C, we increase the number of model evaluations for a given position and viewpoint
(atomic operation). As a result, inference becomes slow. Thus we propose a
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AP / MAE
8 bins
18 bins
36 bins

3D2 PM-D
3D2 PM-C
mixed
real
synthetic
mixed
real
99.4 / 12.9 99.2 / 13.1 95.4 / 14.2 97.8 / 12.6 98.3 / 13.7
99.2 / 6.2 99.1 / 7.4 94.9 / 9.8 99.3 / 6.3 98.2 / 7.0
99.3 / 5.8 99.0 / 6.4 95.2 / 7.9 98.8 / 5.1 98.7 / 5.6
Table 5. Real vs. mixed data setting on 3D2 PM-C.

synthetic
94.5 / 13.9
95.6 / 7.1
96.3 / 5.9

AP / MAE
at 5◦
#atomic operations
3D PM-C b36 full
99.2 / 4.7
2.20×1010
3D2 PM-C b36 coarse to fine 99.0 / 7.0
0.48×1010
3D2 PM b12
97.6 / 7.5
2.20×1010
2
3D PM b18
98.0 / 6.9
2.20×1010
Table 6. Detection (AP) and vp. estimation (MAE). Full vs. coarse-to-fine inference.
2

speed up by using a coarse-to-fine inference that minimizes atomic operations
while not sacrificing too much performance. We use a greedy, binary search-like
scheme that recursively partitions the space of candidate viewpoints considered.
Results. Tab. 6 gives results on EPFL. 3D2 PM-C with 36 bins and full inference
(row 1) is compared to the same model with coarse-to-fine inference (row 2)
starting at 12 viewpoints. The last two rows are 3D2 PM-C models trained with
12 and 18 bins, respectively, evaluated on 5◦ . While achieving almost 5 times
faster runtime (0.48×1010 vs. 2.2×1010 atomic operations), we obtain comparable detection results to the full inference model (99.0% AP and 99.2% AP with
coarse-to-fine and full inference) and slightly worse viewpoint estimation results
(7.0◦ vs. 4.7◦ ). Interestingly, compared to models trained with 12 and 18 appearance bins, we achieve better results while attaining much smaller number of
atomic operations. More sophisticated methodologies for search space pruning,
such as Branch and Rank [33], could further improve that trade-off.
3.6

Pascal VOC 2007 detection

While previous work on 3D Object models typically reports results on multi-view
benchmarks, we evaluate detection performance of the 3D2 PM model on the
standard detection benchmark Pascal VOC 2007 [32]. This is important, since
viewpoint estimation is inherently dependent on accurate object localization.
Some visual results are shown in Fig. 2.
3D2 PM-D achieves 61.2% AP on cars, outperforming the previous best 3D
Object Model result of 32% AP of [22] by a large margin. Still, the 2D DPMVOC model [27] achieves 4% better result of 65.7% AP. DPM-3D-Constraints
[27] achieves 63.1%. On bicycles, DPM-VOC and DPM-3D-Constraints achieve
61.3% and 56.8% AP which is better than 3D2 PM-D’s 52.1% AP. However, given
its full 3D nature, 3D2 PM’s performance is encouraging.
3.7

Ultra-wide baseline matching

Lastly, we leverage the 3D nature of our model and the resulting ability to
match parts across different viewpoints. We quantify this ability in the form of
the ultra-wide baseline matching task established by [20].
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Azimuth

45 ◦
90 ◦
135 ◦
180 ◦
AVG

SIFT
2.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.5%

Zia [20]
55.0%
60.0%
52.0%
41.0%
52.0%
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DPM-3D Const. 12 DPM-3D Const. 20 3D2 PM-D 12 3D2 PM-D 20

49.1%
42.9%
55.2%
52.9%
50.0%

54.7%
51.4%
51.7%
70.6%
57.1%

47.2%
54.3%
44.8%
70.6%
54.2%

58.5%
77.1%
58.6%
70.6%
66.4%

Table 7. Ultra-wide baseline matching performance, measured by the fraction of correctly estimated fundamental matrices.

Tab. 7 gives results comparing to pure SIFT matches, [20], and [27]. 3D2 PMD with 20 parts with 66% of correctly estimated matrices, provides better performance than the DPM-3D-Constraints with 20 parts(54%) and better than 50%
of [20]. We observe a significant improvement of 17.3% to DPM-3D-Constraints
12 and 29.6% to [20] on the wide baseline matching task of 180◦ , which we
attribute to the ability of 3D2 PM-D to better distinguish opposing views.

4

Conclusion

In this work we have built a 3D object model which combines features from
the most powerful object detector to date, the DPM, and a 3D object class
representation. Being the first extension of the DPM to a full 3D object model,
the 3D2 PM leverages on 3D information provided by CAD data, performing
viewpoint estimation at arbitrarily fine granularity and achieves state-of-theart results on viewpoint estimation and wide-baseline matching tasks. At the
same time, it performs on par with state-of-the-art 2D object detectors w.r.t.
detection performance. Therefore, the 3D2 PM takes a step towards bridging the
gap between object detection and higher level tasks like scene understanding
and 3D object tracking.
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